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fellow bishops and the abuses of non-residents and plurali-
ties : c sed ipso exspirante, exspirabant cum eo negotia
impetrata V He was succeeded by Edmund of Abingdon.
Henceforward there was a steady promotion of Oxford
men : Grosseteste, who, with Edmund of Abingdon, had
been the teacher most responsible for the early fame of the
Oxford schools, and his younger colleagues or pupils :
Ralph Maidstone, Richard Wych, Sewal of Bovill—suc-
cessive chancellors ; Roger Weseham, Reader to the Fran-
ciscans ; Nicolas Farnham, the famous physician. And it
is at least not improbable, considering the rising fame of
the Oxford schools, that other magistri bishops had been
there, Cantilupe, for example, because of his friendship
with Grosseteste and Adam Marsh, John Gervais, the
friend of Richard Wych and Sewal de Bovill, John Clip-
ping and Stephen Berksted of the Chichester circle, Richard
Gravesend and Henry Sandwich of the Lincoln group.
Oxford, in short, was the common intellectual home of
some of the most distinguished of the bishops of Henry III.
The significance of this is apparent if we consider the
character of the Oxford schools as a training ground for
churchmen. At Oxford, as at Paris, theology and canon
law were taught with direct reference to the practical prob-
lems of the Church, and though the personnel of her masters
and scholars tended to be more insular, Oxford like Paris
was in vital touch with the main currents of ecclesiastical
and political life. For example, the student of theology,
the potential priest or bishop, would attend lectures where
the Master, in commenting on biblical texts, would ex-
pound the ordinary meaning of a passage, not only by
explaining, in passing, textual difficulties, but by raising
c questions ', problems of contemporary interest, sometimes
doctrinal and abstract, sometimes moral and practical,
and in his spiritual exposition providing material for ser-
mons. The very routine of lectures and disputations would
give him formal training in dealing with ecclesiastical
questions in a clear-sighted and practical way.2 And outside
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